
 

 

ESPOD Proposal 
 
Long reads to investigate within species variation across the Tree of Life 
 
Primary Supervisor: Mara Lawniczak (Sanger) 
co-Supervisor: Ewan Birney (EMBL-EBI) 
 
The Darwin Tree of Life Project is generating high quality reference genome assemblies for species 
across the entire Tree of Life at a rapidly increasing pace. The data that are used to build these 
assemblies are rich with other interpretable signals that can be interrogated in a comparative 
framework at scales all the way from the kingdom to the species level. For example, PacBio long 
reads provide contigs for assembly, but these same reads can also expose methylated sites as well as 
non-B DNA structures. Similarly, Hi-C data assist with scaffolding, but also reveal Topological 
Associated Domains (TADs). Likewise, Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) DNA and RNA sequence 
data can be used to map many different base modifications. Long read RNAseq data is valuable for 
annotating new assemblies, but also is able to uncover much greater resolution of allele specific 
expression, RNA modification and isoform variation within and between, for example,  tissues, 
species and sexes.  
 
This ESPOD project will have two aims. The first aim will be to mine a relevant subset of the Darwin 
Tree of Life data generated for reference genome purposes (the most likely focus will be within the 
animal kingdom, but exploring plants, fungi, and protists could be considered for a candidate with a 
relevant background) to develop systematic comparative approaches to make use of these 
additional signals. The second aim will be to home in on 1-2 taxonomic groups and questions of 
interest that can be studied more effectively with long-read and/or long-range data and the 
enhanced signals described above that can be interpreted from these data types (e.g., base 
modifications, TADs). 
 
For example, one particular question could be around variation in migratory phenotypes in flying 
insects and/or fish. Where microsatellite or skimming NGS studies have failed to reveal associations 
between sequence variation and the resident vs migratory phenotypes found within a species, can 
long-read and/or long range data do better? Are there DNA modification types present in the 
genome and any unusual patterns? The project will involve the candidate developing the most 
interesting yet tractable study system(s), forging new collaborations to incorporate external 
expertise and acquire appropriate specimens, work within the Birney and Lawniczak teams to 
generate new data of the most appropriate data type(s), develop excellent analytical and visual 
approaches to best explore the data and portray the results in publications. We will use our network 
of collaborative sites to potentially confirm any findings using orthogonal technology (for example, 
using mass spectroscopy on nucleic acid pull downs to confirm DNA or RNA modifications). 
 
In addition to generating new high quality long read/long range data, there will also be the 
possibility to explore historic samples from for example museum collections. These will come with 
the caveat that many of the signals mentioned above will no longer be accessible in degraded DNA 
samples from museum specimens, but glimpses back in time at nucleotide variation will be possible 
for some taxonomic groups. An interesting aspect is that native historic DNA might have specific 



 

 

degradation products which can be seen by some technologies, and thus broadening the input types 
for historic DNA. 
 
The Birney lab uses genetic variation to explore elements of basic biology within and between 
species. We are interested in complex trait analysis using two species, human and the Japanese rice 
paddy fish - Medaka. We have a long history in developing new sequence algorithms related to 
genome alignment and assembly with a current focus on utilising data from long read technologies, 
in particular ONT. Professor Birney is a long established paid consultant to Oxford Nanopore which 
provides more insight into this technology, but we will be using a plurality of long read technologies 
in this study. 
 
The Lawniczak lab is part of both the Tree of Life Programme and the Parasites and Microbes 
Programme at the Wellcome Sanger Institute. We strive to do science and build genomic resources 
that deliver impact in important global problems like malaria and the rapid loss of biodiversity while 
also enhancing our understanding of evolution and genome biology. 
 
The ideal candidate will have a wide-ranging skill set including conceiving of computational 
approaches that enhance the interpretation of genomic data. In the spirit of the ESPOD fellowship, 
this will be the first collaboration between the Birney and Lawniczak groups, and the successful 
applicant will be collaborative and interested in being an active member of both teams as well as 
identifying opportunities to bring the teams together when appropriate.  
 
The Birney and Lawniczak labs value diversity and we welcome applications from anyone regardless 
of their gender, age, race, sexual orientation, religion, disability, nationality, or their requirement for 
part time or flexible working hours due to childcare or other commitments. 
 


